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The Only Hampton Roads Real Estate 
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MONTEREY BEACH HOTEL 
2600 Sand Dune Drive 
Monterey, California 
* FREE * 
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aASSMATE 1 
As all good things must come to an end, 
so do the responsibilities of being Editor of 
TIle Qassmate. The time has come to pass 
the baton on to the next editor and say 'Joo 
well done to the current staff." Hail and 
Farewell's are a common part of Navy life 
and we seem to accept them for what they 
are and move on with our daily lives. What 
is the dicM "When one door doses, another 
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by Monica Maurasse 
it, opening another door full of opportunity 
and exdtemenl 
Jacey Skillman has graciously accepted 
the role as the new Classmate Editor. To 
those of you who are regular readers of the 
magazine, you'll recognize her name from 
the "Hammer and Thread" column as well 
as from writing many feature articles on a 
variety of topiCS. Jacey is already hard at 
work thinking up new and interesting ideas 
for The Qassmate. I feel sure the magazine 
and staff are in good hands. 
We also welcome a new Assistant Editor, 
Pam Bane. Pam has been a staff writer for 
several months and was ready to move on 
to bigger challenges. Also taking on a new 
responsibility is Kellie Wallace. Kellie will be 
our new Production Editor, taking over for 
101/2 x 16 1/2 
Herrmann Hall 
Naval Postgraduate School 
by Shari 
Full color, limited. edition print 
signed and numbered by the Artist 
available at 
Limited Edition 
Gallery & Framing 
1m 2nd Ave., Fort Ord 
(Nat to Toyland) 
Open: Monday - Friday 10:00 - 6:00 
Saturday 10 - 5 Oosed Sunday 
394-5939 
Seshu Rijjan who graduates with her hus· 
band on to another avenue of Navy life. 
Kellie has been an illustrator for The 
Qassmate for quite some time, and she has 
some wOllderful ideas for giving the 
magazine a face lift 
Lastly we welcome our new advisor, 
Mrs. Marianne Roser, and say goodbye to 
our outgoing advisor Mrs. Rosemary Toft 
Mrs. Toft has been our advisor and right 
hand for the last year. Averyspecial ''Thank 
You!" to her. And, to Mrs. Roser, "Welcome 
Aboard!" and we'll try and make your time 
as advisor as eventful or uneventful as 
possible. 
Thanks to all of you who read TIle 
Qassmate on a regular basis and keep up 
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SUNDAY 
8:00 a.m. - Holy Communion 
9:15 3.m . - Family Service & 
Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m. - Divine Worship 
Nursery Care at both 9: 15 a.m. and 
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By Mary Lewla 
AsJuneanivesvvefind 
ourselves finishing up 
with school, swimming 
classes, ballet. and for 
some, '1'he Thesis." 
Many are busily going 
through their summer 
dothes, deciding what 
to bring on vacation, re-
membering how hot and 
humid the rest of the country 
is in the summerl 
For some, this is a time of packing up 
and moving on to another duty station. It's 
a hectic time yet exciting one. After months 
of hard work, your spouse's thesis is ap-
proved and you have orders in hand. There 
are many osse members who will be leav-
ing soon. Some of these people have been 
instrumental in the operations of the dub. 
So as not to leave anyone out I'd like to say 
thank you to all who 
have made a differ-
ence for the OSSC, 
whether you helped 
on an event or at-
tended one. I'm so 
gladthatyoutookthe 
time tojoin us and be 
a part of the dub. If it 
weren't for you, many of 
the activities we sponsor 
may not have been possible. I 
hope you have enjoyed your time here. 
May you leave with wonderful memories of 
NPS and the OSSC. 
On the other end of the spectrum, there 
are newspousesjustaniving at NPS. Their 
cyde is just beginning and we hope it is a 
happy one. This is a great time of the year 
to be here. Hopefully you'll have time to 
explore the area before the rat race beginsll 
OSSC MEMBERSHIP 
The OSSC is an organization for spouses 
of all branches of the service. We sponsor 
numerous events throughout the year for 
the adults and children. Upcoming events 
indude: Chocoholic Bake Sale, July 29; La 
Mesa lOKRunlWalk, August 1; WineTasting 
(co-sponsoredwith the O'Oub), August 14. 
We meet on the first Monday of the month, 
in the La Novia Room of Herrmann Hall. 
Our next meeting will be July 6th at 7: 15 
p.m. I hope that you willjoin us, it's a great 
way to meet new friends I 
Whether you are settiing in at NPS, or 
moving on to another duty station, I wish 
you a safe and very enjoyable summer. 
The OSSC is the 0fIiceIs Siudents' Spouses' CIlt! ollhe Naval POSIgradJale Sc:hooIlor the spouses 01 aI students. In addttion to sponsorilg montliy adivities 
such as luncheons, OSSC also sponsors the M Auction, Adobe Tour, International Studenls' Spouses Tea and many other Hoiday events. Dues coIleded en-
tile you to member disoounls as well as monthly Pilk Aye!S and lhe OSSC Directory. To obIain membersh~, fill out the form below and send tt with a check 
made out 10 OSSC to: laurie Keams, 124 Browne! Ci'cIe, Monterey, CA 93940; SMC. 1922; phone' 375-5026. 1 year (4 quarters) = $15.00; 18 months (6 
quarters) • $20.00; 1 year or more (8 quarters +) = $25.00. This is a one tine lee. The lriemational WMJS' Membersh~ is iree. 
$MC, ____ New Momberr ____ Renewal, ___ Active Associate 
------------
LastName __________ First ______________ Phone. ______ _ 
Spouso's Name Rank Service ______ _ 
Curriculum __________________ Gr.mation ilate(monWtear), __________ _ 
Address ____________________ City _____ ZipCode ____ _ 
Le"liholMembership ________ Amount Enclos4ld $ ___________________ _ 
he you inlaresied in committee work? YES ___ NO ___ Volunteer? YES ___ NO ______________ _ 
Would you like t> participate in our cfub aaninislration? YES, ___ NO ___ Would you ike a copy 01 the osse 8y-l.aws? YES, ___ NO, __ _ 
00 you wish to have your Name, Spouse's Name and Service, Adctess and T elephonB Number in the OSSC Directory? (members only) YES NO __ _ 
QASSMATE 3 
A Daytrip to Jade Cove 
Even if you and your spouse are not 
dedicated gemologists or rockhounds and 
your children are not pebble puppies, you'll 
enjoy a daytrip to Jade Cove. Jade Cove is 
a small coveabout65 miles south of Carmel 
on Highway 1, in Los Padres National Forest 
Itis an exce1lentday trip destination because 
it lies 1 112 hours from Monterey (40 mph 
is the best that you'll average on Hwy. 1 
through the Big Sur coast region). This 
short driving time allows for ample 0p-
portunity to stop along the way and admire 
the view and even for a brief rest stop at 
Nepenthe at about the half way point for a 
snack or other essential biological require-
ments that weren't taken care of before 
leaving home. 
Butdon't be deceived now. It is unlikely 
that upon reaching the cove you will discover 
any "Imperial Buddha" quality Jade laying 
on the beach-in fact. what is found on the 
beach is a nephrite form of jade that is 
generally not as attractive as what most 
Wee Care 
A Christian Pre-School 











by Win Knowles 
people think of when they imaginejade. It 
is, however, interesting to look at and 
makes a great filler for the bottom of your 
aquarium. In fact. I've opted not to search 
for the Monterey Jade that is sold in the 
local rockshops, mainly because itis dark-
on the verge of gray or black. I nstead, I pick 
up the stratified greener variety which is 
easier to see on the black pebble beach and 
whicfi is more likely to be believed to bejade 
by those to whom I give a tour of my 
aquarium. 
The more adventuresome among you 
will want to tackle Jade Cove just after a 
storm. This is the time that the local park 
rangers say that a beach walker is most 
likely to find good jade specimens. But · 
more exciting that the discovery of a nice 
chunk of jade is the trek down to the cove. 
I say "down" because to reach the cove, one 
must descend about350 feet down the face 
of the cl iff and after a good rain most of the 
trail is washed out and the carved steps are 
turned intoa slide. In this situation toddlers 
can be a frightening prospect-in fact, on 
our post-storm trip my wife, Diane, and 
son, Win, stayed on the preCipice watching 
me on the beach. 
About a month after the storm, how-
ever, the park rangers will have had a 
chance to repair the trail so small children 
can traverse it safely. On our first trip, 
Dianne and I started to the edge of the cliff 
with our two year old, picnic basket and 
blanket, full-size video camera, ice chest, 
still camera, my wife's pocketbook, the 
diaper bag and an assortment of other 
miscellany. As we approached the diff, we 
were met by a couple returning from the 
cove who asked, "First trip to Jade Cove, 
huh?" The significance of their question did 
not strike us until we reached the edge and 
peered down to the challenge that lay ahead. 
Atthatpoint, Dianne(theclearerthinker 
of the marriage partners) had second 
thoughts. But before she could finish 
thinking (much less express her concerns), 
I (the more impulsive one) had grabbed 
most of the materials from her hands and 
with our toddler in tow assaulted the trail. 
We in fad did make it safely down to the 
secluded cove with our son walking holding 
hands most of the way (to clarify, I carried 
him part of the way-he was never on his 
own!). With the tide rolling in we didn'tdo 
much jade hunting but had a wonderful 
picnic on the rocks a fevv feet short of the 
beach and watched the waves crash onto 
the rocks on the beach. After eating we 
were helped back by two elderly retirees 
who had free hands. Since that trip, 
however, we have been careful not to take 
quite so much baggage. 
If I've convinced you that a daytrip to 
Jade Cove is something that you may enjoy, 
let me quickly give you two last hints before 
you go. First, check The Heraldforthe local 
tide information. The tides at Jade Cove 
are such that arrival a couple of hours 
before low tide will leave you several hours 
of combing, while arrival a couple of hours 
before high tide will predude all but the 
most impulsive from venturing onto the 
beach (take it from one who knows, the 
water is cold and you don't dry out very 
quicklyl). Second, remember those signs 
that warn that "Mining of minerals above 
the mean high tide water level is strictly 
prohibitedl" Enjoy your day trip! 
HAMMER AND THREAD: 
The Perfect Project for Beginning Sewers 
by Jacey Skillman 
We all have little projects from fabric hell stuffed in the back of our closets. You know 
whatI'm talking about Is it the feedbag purse you made in 19m Ormaybeitisanevening 
dress that you made foryourselfbutfits Barbie? In my own closet hangs a lovely sundress-
made out of purple wool. 
Whatever it is, that project turned you off to sewing a long time ago, and, although you 
would like to sew again, you have a few doubts niggling in the back of your mind. Never 
fear, Becky Home-Ec-y is here with a prqject so simple your husband could do it 
Butterick Busybodies™ pattern 4152 is a pull-onjumper or jumpsuit with an easy self-
lined bodice. Since it ties at the shoulder, there are no zippers or buttonholes to go wrong. 
Thejumper pattern only has three pieces. You (or your husband) could put the prqject 
together in one evening. 
Before you rush out to the fabric store, take a look at the following tips that will help 
your project turn out perfectly. 
Measure Your Child 
Just like clothing manufacturers, pat-
tern companies are not always consistent 
when it comes to sizes. Although your child 
may be five years old or wear a size five at 
the department store, that doesn't mean 
you should buy a size five pattern. 
On the top flap of each pattern, a sizing 
chart is given. For 
this pattern, use 
the chest mea-
surement. DO 
NOT SIZE UP. 
These patterns al-
ready allow plenty 






be found on the top of the bolt with the 
laundering instructions. If worse comes to 
worse, the pattern will often state whether 
the pattern requires lightweight, knit or 
heavy material. 
Don'tbe too discouraged. Picking fabric 
does get easier with experience. With this 
particular pattern, 
try one of the at-
tractive,lightweight 
cotton florals or 
stripes that are in 
the store right now. 
Plan for the 
Jumper to Last 
mistake many be-
ginners make is to 
pick a fabric that is 
not recommended 
by the manufac-
turer. Consult the 
list on back of the 
Kelsey Skillman & Megan Conlon model 
Butterlck pattern 4152 (ruffle added). 
One of the things 
I like best about this 
pattern is thatitwill 
last from one year 
to the next Last 
summer I made four 
of thesejumpers for 
my eighteen month 
old. This year I 
added a wide ruffle 
to the bottom of a 
couple of them and 
pattern before you choose your fabric. 
What can you do if you can't tell cham-
bray from chintz? As you probably already 
know, salespeople are notoriously unavail-
able when you need this kind of help. I 
always look for the sale signs that print the 
names of the fabric. Names can sometimes 
they look brand new. Buy an extra quarter 
yard of fabric and save it to add next year. 
Good luck on your project Please send 
pictures when your finished in care of The 
Oassmate, SMC # 2330. We'lI print the 
best of them. 
5T.JAMES 
THE EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH IN MONTEREY 
3&1 HIGH STREET 
MONTEREY 
CALI FO RN IA 93940 
WE INVITE YOU 
TO WORSHIP WITH USI 
SUNDAYS 8 6; 10:15 A.M. 
EUCHARIST 
PROFESSIONAL CH ILD CARE 
AT 10:15 A.M. 
FRANKLI N ~ HIGH STREETS 
(C LOSE TO N PS AND LA MESA) 
TEL: 375-8476 
#1 Children's Store on the 
Central Coast 
& Children's Fumitu,,'! 
~ is celebrating 
~ our newest addition 
Youth Furniture 
Twins· Bunks· Captain Beds . 
Canopy Beds· Dressers· Desks · 




.. . In addition to following our 40 year 
News tradition of offering an extensive 
collection of children's clothing 
health, feeding and safety products, 
strollers, car seats, play yards, etc. 
2222 N. Fremont 51. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 373-0928 
Open Daiiy 10-6 Sunday 12-5 
Bring this ad In for a 10% discount 
on Item. 
QASSMATE 5 
The Monterey Bay Aquarium'sAquaravan 
visited La Mesa school May 12th and 21 st 
to give student and teachers an entertain-
ing introduction to many plants and animals 
of Monterey Bay. A blue truck the size of 
a small moving van, the aquaravan has 
holding tanks that enable Aquarium edu-
cation outreach staff and volunteers to set 
up sea water labs in dassrooms far from 
the bay. 
To capturechi ldnen's attention, Aquarium 
staff dressed up in shark and squid attire, 
but they kept the children's attention with 
a lively presentation on Monterey Bay-
home to zillions of creatures, each with its 
own fascinating story. For instance, did 
you know that sea otters can grow up to 6 
hairs from a single follicle, and they have 
about 100,000 hairs per square inch of 
fur? Humansaveragea mere 60,000 hairs 
on their entire adult bodies. Considering 
the time humans spend grooming, it's no 
wonder that otters seem to be constantly 
cleaning their fur. 
Staff and volunteers took large, acrylic 
bowls, "mini-bay-habitats: around to 
various desks and tables to give students 
The Age of Aquaravan 
by Joie Brunger 
hands-on introductions to some of the bay's 
critters, and children learned thateverything 
is not necessarily what it appears to be. 
A tiny black sea crab no bigger than a 
thimble waves its miniature pincers fiercely 
to ward off potential enemies. But the 
children who picked them up discovered 
that the pincers' pinch felt more like a tickle. 
Sea urchins have spindly, prickly looking 
spines all over-you can almost feel the 
sharp pain they'd inflict just by lOOking at 
them. But children who touched them 
found out that the spines were actually quite 
soft, almost velvety. 
There were lessons on how different 
creatures with different needs C(Hlxist Many 
different species, for example, usegiantsea 
kelp for everything from food to camouflage 
to shelter. Adults call these relationships 
symbiotic. Perhaps children will learn to call 
it getting along with neighbors. There were 
other lessons, too, about nature's constant 
rhythm of life and death: some creatures 
live by eating others; even the playful sea 
otter survives by eating musdes and clams. 
The realities of life in the bay may not be 
all pretty, butthey intertwine to form one of 
the most beautiful habitats on earth. 
Aquaravan outreach staff members and 
volunteers work year-round communicat-
ing the beauty of the bay's environment to 
more than 15,000 school children and 
more than 5,000 adults at libraries, fairs 
and other special events. 
A NEW COLUMN 
Beginning with our next issue, 
The Classmate will offer an open 
forum column. Our forum will 
answer your questions regarding 
everything and anything induding 
love, life and little gripes as well as 
addressyourthoughts and concerns 
pertaining to NPS, La Mesa, 
whatever. Please send your ques-
tions or concerns to SMC #2053. 
ORDERS To THE o.e. AREA? 
ssociates~ 
INC. 
We provide detailed information on: 
PRE-QUALIFICATION. FINANCING. NEIGHBORHOODS. SCHOOLS 
COMMUTING 
Call TOLL FREE: 1-800-847-7787 
Ask for Jane Boyer or Jane Felty or write us at: 
U S Realty Associates, Inc. 
4605 D Pinecrest Office Park Drive, Alexandria, VA 22312 
6 CLASSMATE 
OSSC CLASSES 
by Lynne Schwarz 
If you are interested in teaching a class, 
the osse is eager to hear from you. Con-
tact Lynne Schwarz at 649-8132 for more 
information on listing your class. It's a 
great way to meet people and put a little 
money in your pocket! If you are interested 
in taking any of the classes offered, please 
contact the instructor listed for all the 
details. 
CLASSES 
Beginning Sewing - Joanna Westreich 
(372-1821). 
Bowling League - Diane Davidson (375-
6620). 
Breastfeedlng Made Easy - Alicia 
Burgett (646-8919). 
Bridge - Beginners-Carol Ann Kanewski 
(372-3852). 
Elementary BabyNacatlon Sitting -
Maureen Keenan (649-4623). 
""NEW"" English Riding Lessons -
Donna Bennett(847-8181). Learnto 
ride a horse the "English" way. Terms 
and styles such as hunt seat. dressage, 
and jumpers will be studied. 
Guitar Lessons - Carol Ann Kanewski 
(372-3852). 
Horseback Riding Lessons-Toni Venza 
(373-8192). 
Mother's Morning Out -Joy Doyle (647-
1133). 
Mother's Morning Out - Renee Neely 
(373-3762). 
My Morning Out - Lynn lvey (649-8158). 
Plano - Katie Qare Mazzeo (372-2233). 
Plano - Kazuko Mockett (624-9596). 
Plano - Laura Dorko (372-0714). 
Sew Your Own Quilt for Decorating -
Barb Johnson (646-1927). 
T-Shirt Painting - Carol Ann Kanewski 
(372-3852). 
VlolinNIola-Miidred Kline (624-9541 ). 





o E N T AL 
• Cosmetic Dentistry 
Gr~ 
Joan Wright Howard, DDS 
Joseph S. Howard, DDS, Inc. • BondIng 
• Implants 
• Crown & Bridge 85 Via Robles 
Monterey, CA 93940 
408-372-7548 
• Teeth Llghtenlng 
• Prevention 
Blend theflavor of yesterday with the luxury of 
today for your special occasion, quiet getaway 
or out of town guests ... 
.In-room spas 
.Homemade breakfast specialities 
.Special mid-week rates 
.aift certificates 
Pat & Tom O'Brien, InnKeepers 
Call: 
464·1137 
2815 Main Street· S 
387 OCEAN AVENUE 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
Dr. Favalora Is offering complimentary 
consultations and exams with lid. 
DO YOU SUFFEll FROM THE FOUOWIHG? 
1. HEADACHES 5. NECK, SHOWlER • ARM PAIN 
2. NERVOUSNESS 6. NUlABNESS" HANOS OR ARMS 
3. PAINFUL JOINTS 7. PAIN BETWEEN SHOULDERS 
• . LOSS OF SlEEP 8. PAIN 
DOMINIC J. FAVALORA, D.C. 
PALMER GRADUATE 
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 372·2863 
624-9469 
lincoln at 7th 
Carmel 
Q.ASSMATE 7 
by Jacey Skillman 
Someone once told me that the smartest thing you can do when 
you move to a new command is to make friends with one of the 
natives. The natives always know where to find the best restau-
rants and which stores have the most bargains and who is the best 
hairstylist in town. If you haven't found a Monterey native to be 
your tour guide yet. may I be so bold as to suggestJohn Steinbeck? 
I am indeed referring to John Steinbeck of wax museum fame. 
The same Steinbeck who wrote Graoes of Wrath and Qf Mice and 
~-those books that depressed you in high school. I would bet 
that you haven't thought of picking up a copy of Cannery Bow even 
detail but in sparse detail so that there can be a real feeling of it. It 
should be sights and sounds, smells and colors but put down with 
simplidty as though (a child was) able to read it" 
As a good tour guide should, the author expertly manages to give 
an interesting account of the background for place names and how 
the sun rises and sets over the different groups of mountains and 
even some passages about the local vegetation and wildlife. 
To an Qhio native like myself who misses the four seasons, some 
of Steinbeck's most interesting prose concerns the weather. In the 
first chapter of the book, Steinbeck relates how the thirty yearcyde 
of rain works in California. Then he though you have been down 
there a dozen times since you 
moved in. 
_ says, "Anditneverfailedthatduring 
... - ---------
----___ ~ thedryyears thepeopleforgotabout 
Born into a prominent Sali-
nas family, Steinbeck is uniquely 
qualified to be a tour guide to 
this widely diverse area. Be-
sides being a Nobel Prize win-
ning author, Steinbeck was a 
farmworker and a seaman, a 
hodcarrieranddambuilder. He 
often attended Stanford, but 
never graduated. He even 
worked at the Spreckles sugar 
mill and was an amateur biolo-
gist of sorts. Steinbeck wrote 
about the characters and set-
tings he knew intimately. 
For the reader who is just 
looking for a taste of the geog-
raphy and culture of Monterey 
County and the Salinas Valley, 
Steinbeck's minor novels are a 
wonderfully rich place to start. 'TWelve of his twenty-eight novels 
are set in our area. I particularly recommend CanneQ! Bow and 
Tortilla Flat. These books are not only hilarious at times, but they 
also have the virtue of being pleasantly short. 
If you are only planning to read one Steinbeck novel while you 
are stationed in Monterey, make it East of Eden. Written after the 
author had moved to New York Oty, this is the story that Steinbeck 
waited a lifetime to write. In a letter to his publisher, he said that 
"in a sense it will be two books-the story of my county and the 
story of me." 
Although it has been overlooked by critics, it is the most 
uplifting and empowering book that Steinbeck wrote. The central 
theme is the struggle between good and evil-that man has it in 
his power to conquer the evil side of his nature. 
As a guidebook, however, I think it is most enlightening on the 
wholesuQjectofthe physical nature of the Salinas Valley. Steinbeck 
says in hisjournals that he wants to "describe the Salinas Valley in 
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the rich years, and during the wet 
years they lostall memory of the dry 
years. It was always that way." I 
have to wonder that the local media 
has not read this work and taken 
heed. 
Steinbeck the tour guide makes 
another good point about the 
weather in Chapter Fifteen when he 
explains that in California "it does 
not ordinarily rain atall between the 
end of May and the first of Novem-
ber. The Eastern man, though he 
has been told, feels the earth is sick 
in the rainless month: How often 
have I complained about this very 
thing to my neighborsl 
After reading Eastof Eden you will 
find that certain passages will stick 
with you. For example, I can't drive 
down Highway 68 without looking at the hills with their "skin of 
topsoil" and thinking that "even in reasonably good years there was 
so little feed that the cattle kept thin running about looking for 
enough to eat." 
I hope you find John Steinbeck to be the most articulate, albeit 
unwilling, of tour guides. If you are interested in learning more 
about Steinbeck and his connection with this area, all the local 
libraries have a wide variety of information, from biographies to 
walking tours. If you are not one who reads for pleasure, you can 
also borrow copies of many of Steinbeck's novels on audio tape from 
the Seaside library. This really passes the time on a long car trip. 
When you do pick up one of Steinbeck's novels this summer, keep 
in mind the message set down in the original forward to EasUlf 
~: The reader will "take from my book what he can bring to it. 
The dull witted will get dullness and the brilliant may find things in 
my book I didn't know were there." 
Seal Pups: 
Maybe Alone 
But Never Lonely 
by Joie Brunger 
The scene looks to be a child's dream 
come true-a seal pup waits alone on a 
beach for a loving rescue by your son or 
daughter. The only missing element is the 
seal's mom. And therein lies the danger. 
Just because you can 'tsee her doesn't mean 
she can't see you. 
Seal pups are born this time of year, and 
the little babies look like stuffed animals 
right out of a giant bin at the toy store. 
Even adults have a difficult time resisting 
the wide-eyed gaze of a seal pup. But resist 
we should, and we need to teach our chil-
dren to do the same. 
Mother seals do leave their young un-
attended for short periods of time so they 
can gather food, and sometimes the pups 
are alone because Mother is chasing off an 
intruder. 1b Mommy Seal, an intruder is an 
enemy, a threat to her pup's life. So 
intruders make Mother Seal very nervous. 
Most adults know that the most vicious 
animals in the wild are mothers who feel 
their young are threatened. Seals are no 
exception. 
For your safety and the safety of your 
children, do not approach a seal pup even if 
it looks as though it's been abandoned. If 
you notice a seal pup that has not moved or 
been cared for by its mother for a while, 
notify the Monterey Bay Aquarium staff at 
373-2631 and be prepared to tell them the 
seal pup's location and how long you know 
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SWIMMING FOR ALL AGES 
Novice through National 
Enriching Individual & Team Experiences 
Outstanding Coaching 
Coach Trendt Awarded Jr. College Coach of the Year, 1981 
• FURTHER INFORMATION. 
Contact: Ted Trendt, Head Coach 
Monterey Bay Swim Club 
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Monterey, CA 93940 
Phone: (408) 646-4229 
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Authentic Italian Reclpel 
A FRESH, THICK, delicious CRUST covered with a RICH tomato sauce. 
LOADED with MOZZARELLA cheese and the FRESHEST meats and 
VEGETABLES in any combination of your choice. 
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To Market, To Market 
Marketing Yourself for a New Job 
by RoseAnna D'Auria 
As the Departmentof Defense decreases 
the number of evil service employees as a 
result of the federal budget cuts, and with 
the civilian job market becoming more 
competitive than it was as little as six 
months ago, military spouses are beginning 
to feel the crunch. Finding employment at 
a new duty station has become more difficult 
as jobs have become scarce. 
In fact, many military spouses with good 
jobs are faced with a difficult decision-
whether to relocate with the active duty 
spouse, or stay at the old duty station for 
fear of not being able to find a new job at 
the next transfer site. If that is not possible, 
those military spouses who do look for new 
employment must find more innovative 
ways to market their job skills. 
Justassavvy businesses succeed in selling 
their product because they know how to 
position themselves in the marketplace, so 
also must military spouses know how to 
position themselves in the job market to 
make their skills and experience known to 
potential employers. This can be done 
through a personal marketing plan. 
The first step in developing your personal 
plan is to establish personal goals. Do you 
plan to continue up the career ladder in 
your chosen field, or do you want to shift 
gears and begin a new career'? As long as 
you're relocating, you may want to think 
about job satisfaction you have had in your 
presentoocupation. Itmightbe the perfect 
time to try a new field. Then, research the 
job market of the area where you will be 
relocating. Whatare theoocupational needs 
of the new location? 
Dnce you've established career goals, 
you can start to write the marketing plan. 
Examine some of your aocomplishments-
and don'tsell yourself short if you've 'only" 
been a homemaker. You have been a family 
health care giver, a party planner, a child 
care provider, a cook, a bookkeeper, and so 
much more. Examine the skills you used to 
complete each of your aocomplishments. 
Use action verbs to describe those experi-
ences. Are there skills you normally take 
for granted like proofreading, word pre-
cessing, calligraphy, research, organization, 
financial planning? Those skills are mar-
ketable, and employers need to know about 
them. And don't forget volunteer work. 
Volunteering also can give the chance to 
develop all sorts of job-related skills-the 
fact that you weren't paid for your time 
doesn't take that away. 
Lastly, look upon your status as a mili-
tary spouse as an advantage rather than a 
disadvantage. Spouses, used to relocating 
andjuggling several tasks atonce, are often 
more flexible and adaptable--imd that is an 
asset in the workplace. 
Once you have your skills written down, 
develop a job description that gives pre-
spective employers your employment 0b-
jective. Feel free to borrow good job 
descriptions from the help wanted ads for 
your marketing plan. Also look in other 
employment related workbooks and peri-
odicals when you prepare your formaljob 
descriptions. Employers tend to be more 
receptive to your correspondence when 
you are 'speaking their language." 
Did you know that one of the best helps 
in your job search is your Navy Family 
Service Center? The EmployrnentAssistance 
Program has resources, information and 
education for job-hunters. Help is available 
to you to assist you in marketing your job 
skills. Call 646-3 141 for an appointment 
todayl 
WASHINGTON, D.C. • NORTHERN VIRGINIA 
SPECIALIZING IN MILITARY RELOCATION 
Maps · Brochures· Financing · Schools· Public Transportation · Recreation · MORE! 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL AIR FARE BONUS 
_________ __ _ _ _ __ yENDyO~RELOCATION~ACKAGE __ __ ~ 
Washington D.CJNorthern VA NAME _______________________ _ 
COLDWELL BANKER 
c/o Sandy Martinisko 
5616-C Ox Road 
Fairfax Station, VA 22039 
1-800-431-HOME 
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ADDRESS ______________________ _ 
CITY ____________ STATE ZIP _____ _ 
PHONE ___________ ARRIVAL DATE _______ _ 
TRIPS FOR TWO: 
Local Bed & Breakfast 
Getaways' 
by Loralee Tapp 
Want romance back in your life but no 
real time to get away? How about a 
weekend trip dose to home? There are 
many romanticspolS on the Monterey Pen-
insula. Try one of the local bed and break-
fastinns or you can travel to Big Sur or San 
Francisco. BaB's can give you a littie 
pampering. 
GOING TO TOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
All BaB's include breakfast and some 
offer a happy hour with wine, cheese and 
light hors d'oeuvres. They range in price as 
well as lUXUry and location. Some offer 
military rates. Some BaB's in our area are 
listed below. Call in advance for reservations 
or contact your local travel agent for as-
sistance. 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay, , , Sealants! 
Often Dr, Kroll uses a teclmique that seals Centrella Hotel 
Cobblestone Inn 
Gosby House 
your teeth and prevents tooth decay, for both adults 
. and children. 
The Green Gables Inn 
The Green Lantem Inn 
Sandpiper Inn at the Beach 
...  tt In fact children are some of 
. our favorite patients, kA7 I lilt I 
'. Call Dr, Kroll ~-i a: ~ 
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To Market, To Market 
Marketing Yourself for a New Job 
by RoseAnna D'Auria 
As the Departmentof Defense decreases 
the number of evil service employees as a 
result of the federal budget cuts, and with 
the civilian job market becoming more 
competitive than it was as little as six 
months ago, military spouses are beginning 
to feel the crunch. Finding employment at 
a new duty station has become more difficult 
as jobs have become scarce. 
In fact, many military spouses with good 
jobs are faced with a difficult decision-
whether to relocate with the active duty 
spouse, or stay at the old duty station for 
fear of not being able to find a new job at 
the next transfer site. If that is not possible, 
those military spouses who do look for new 
employment must find more innovative 
ways to market their job skills. 
Justas sawy businesses succeed in selling 
their product because they know how to 
position themselves in the marketplace, so 
also must military spouses know how to 
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plan to continue up the career ladder in fact that you weren't paid for your time 
your chosen field, or do you want to shift doesn't take that away. 
gears and begin a new career? As long as Lastly, look upon your status as a mili-
you're relocating, you may want to think tary spouse as an advantage rather than a 
about job satisfaction you have had in your disadvantage. Spouses, used to relocating 
present occupation. Itmightbe the perfect andjuggling several tasks at once, are often 
time to try a new field. Then, research the more flexible and adaptable-and that is an 
job market of the area where you will be asset in the workplace. 
relocating. Whatare the occupational needs Once you have your skills written down, 
of the new location? develop a job description that gives pro-
Once you've established career goals, spective employers your employment Db-
you can start to write the marketing plan. jective. Feel free to borrow good job 
Examine some of your accomplishments- descriptions from the help wanted ads for 
and don't sell yourself short if you've ·only" your marketing plan. Also look in other 
been a homemaker. You have been a family employment related workbooks and peri-
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MULnPLY nMES EVERY $1000 OF LOAN AMOUNT 
TO DETERMINE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
AMORnlED LOAN PAYMENT, 
Interest 15 20 30 
Rate Years Ya.rs Years 
6.75 8.85 7.60 6.49 
7.00 8.99 7.75 6.65 
7.25 9.13 7.90 6.82 
7.50 9.28 8.06 6.99 
7.75 9.42 8.21 7.1 6 
8.00 9.56 8.36 7.34 
8.25 11.71 8.52 7.51 
8.50 9.85 8.68 7.69 
8.75 10.00 8.84 7.87 
9.00 10.15 8.99 8.05 
9.25 10.30 9.1 6 8.23 
9.50 10.45 9.32 8.41 
9.75 10.60 9.49 8.59 
10.00 10.75 9.65 8.78 
10.25 10.90 9.82 8.96 
10.50 11 .06 9.98 9.15 
10.75 11.21 10.15 11.34 
11.00 11.37 10.32 9.52 
11.25 11.53 10.49 11.71 
11 .50 11.69 10.66 9.90 
11.75 11.85 10.84 10.09 
12.00 12.01 11.01 10.29 
12.25 12.17 11.19 10.48 
12.50 12.33 11 .36 10.67 
12.75 12.49 11.54 10.87 
13.00 12.68 11.72 11.06 
13.25 12.82 11.89 11 .26 
FOR ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE INFORMATION CALL: 
800-468-7382 800-468-7340 
ASK FOR UNDA FOX-JARVIS ASK FOR BARBARA ADAMS 
TRIPS FOR TWO: 
Local Bed & Breakfast 
Getawaysl 
by Loralee Tapp 
Want romance back in your life but no 
real time to get away? How about a 
weekend tri p dose to home? There are 
many romanticspots on the Monterey Pen-
insula. Try one of the local bed and break-
fast inns or you can travel to Big Sur or San 
Francisco. BaB's can give you a little 
pampering. 
All BaB's include breakfast and some 
offer a happy hour with wine, cheese and 
lighthors d'oeuvres. They range in price as 
well as lUXUry and location. Some offer 
military rates. Some BaB's in our area are 
listed below. Gall in advance for reservations 





The Green Gables Inn 
The Green Lantern Inn 
Sandpiper Inn at the Beach 
Seaview Inn 
Seven Gables Inn 
La Mesa Women's Bible Studies 
by Terri Janvier 
If you are longing to grow Spiritually 
beyond Sunday morning worship at the 
chapel or local church, or if you long for 
deep friendships, or for Biblical counsel on 
family life and its problems, La Mesa 
Women's Bible Studies may be the place for 
you. 
This month, La Mesa Women's Bible 
Studies enters its 24th year of providing a 
variel¥of non-denominational Bible studies 
and childcare in La Mesa homes. Teachers 
are women who are willing to help others 
discover how Jesus Christ desires to be 
intimately involved in all areas of our lives. 
The Studies are' from 9:30 to 11:30 
a.m. on Thursday mornings and will continue 
through the Spring Quarter. 
Currently, there are five bible studies 
gOing on. If you would like information on 
the individual studies, or childcare, call 
Damaris Thorn at 655-1087. We would 
love to meet and get to know you. 
FINLEY'S 
~ Ylntique & f£state 
. ~ Jewe{ry 
1~1~~t.1 10% Discount to Classmate Readers 
:;" 
220 17th Street 
Pacific Grove 
373-2965 
GOING TO TOUR DENTIST 
DOESN'T RAVE TO BE 
A BAD EXPERIENCE 
Ralph & Sue 
Finley 
U.SN. Retired 
Now there is a new comfortable and safe way 
to prevent tooth decay ... Sealants! 
Often Dr. Kroll uses a technique that seals 
your teeth and prevents tooth decay, for both adults 
. and children. 
,: tt In fact children are some of 
'. our favorite patients. 
Call Dr. Kroll 
for infonnation at 
394-1408 
WE Wll.L GLADLY ASSIST 
YOU wrrn YOUR FAMll..Y'S 
DENTAL HEALTH PLAN 
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Top Permanent Spec!al1st 
Askfor Natalieforthe bestperm you've everhadl 
,------------, ,------;-----, 
I Natalie I I Natalte I 
I HAIRCUT I I PERM I 
I $13 Reg. $25 I I $25 Reg. $55 And UP I 
I Includes: Shampoo, rinse, style and I I HIGHUGHTS $45. REG. $70 I 
L ~owd~ Long~':":..:ewcllen~ -1 L Long~~.:..:cwcllen~nly'-1 
373-7746·445 Cortes. Monterey. CA 93940 
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by Paula Roddenberry 
Summer arrives officially on June 20, and if you haven't already 
done so, it's time to break out the barbecue and get cookin'. 1b 
tantalize and tingle those taste buds with some new sensations I'm 
offering some of my personal favorites. To fit into the "My Personal 
favorite" category a recipe must be not only tasty, but must also 
Qualify as Quick and easy in the preparation department. So add 
some spice to your warm weather menus and try a few of the 
following recipes. 
for the main course at any cookout, burgers and chicken are 
always welcome. Here are my specialties complete with a cajun flair. 
Cajun Hamburgers 
Prepare ground sirloin into the usual burger shape. Sprinkle 
both sides to taste with cajun spices and grill until desired doneness. 
If you can't find the prepared cajun spices at the grocery store, the 
following blend makes an excellent choice. 
Cajun Seasoning Blend 
2 T. Paprika 
1 112 t. Onion Powder 
1 t. Garlic Salt 
1 t. Thyme Leaves 
112 t. black pepper 
112 t. white pepper 
112 t. Red'cayenne Pepper 
Combine all ingredients thoroughly. 
Store in an airtight container in the re-
frigerator. Makes 1/4 cup. 
Cajun Grilled Chicken 
Wash, then dip skinless, boneless 
chicken breasts in melted butter. Sprinkle 
both sides with cajun spice (see above 
recipe) and grill until done over medium 
hot coals. 
Grilled Vegetables Italian Style 
1 cup prepared Good Seasons Italian 
Dressing (package mix plus 1/4 cup vinegar, 2 T. water and 112 cup 
oil) 
2 each of zucchini and squash cut into slices or lengthwise 
Marinate 30 minutes in a bowl. Remove vegetables and grill until 
brown on both sides while basting with dressing. This also works 
great with carrots or cauliflovver, and it sure beats potato salad 
when it comes to nutritional value and calories. 
A simple method of adding variety to the usual hamburger buns 
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or bread staple is by whipping up another prQject for the grill. 
Grilled GarliC Slices 
Melta little butter in a shallow pan. Add garlic powder or minced 
garlic to taste. Toast thick slices of french bread (or hot dog! 
hamburger buns) on the grill and brush on the butter mixture. 
Serve hot. 
After dinner is complete you'll want to have some refreshing 
homemade dessert you've concocted earlier that day. Yes, you can 
put away the grill now. 
Strawbeny Freeze 
2 packages (10 oz. each) frozen strawberries 
2 cans ( 5 112 oz. each) evaporated milk 
112 cup sifted powdered sugar 
In a large bowl break up frozen 
strawberries with a fork. Let stand a few 
minutes until fruit starts to thaw. Add 
milk and sugar. Beat with an electric 
mixer on low speed until blended. Beat 
for 6-8 minutes on medium until thick 
and creamy. Pour into a 12" x 71 12" x 2" 
pan. freeze several hours. Makes 8 
servings. 
One more item that will make your 
summer complete. A delidous and re-
freshing beverage thatwill keep you cool. 
Slush 
2 cups cranberry juice 
2 cups water 
1 6 oz. can frozen orangejuice 
1 6 oz. can frozen lemonade 
1 cup vodka 
Soda (7UP, Sprite, etc.) 
Combine first five ingredientsjustuntil 
blended. freeze for a few hours. Mixture is ready when a slushy 
consistency is reached. fill a glass half full of slush and fill remainder 
with soda. The slush will keep for up to one month in the freezer. 
A calorie saving alternative I have found that tastes great is to use 
the "light" juices or avoid those with added sugar or corn syrup. 
Also, diet soda makes an excellent substitute and will cut an 
additional 50 calories off of each serving. 
I hope you find these recipes as enjoyable as I do. Have a 
wonderful summer and eat weill 
• 
Searching for the Great Barbecue 
by Uli Mann 
Since our arrival here last summer, my 
husband and I have traveled up and down 
the Monterey Peninsula looking for good, 
down-home barbecue. We've finally nar-
rowed our search to a couple of restaurants 
worthyofourelite "two thumbs up" rating 
for taste and price-Bubba's Barbeque in 
Marina and Little Chicken House in Pa-
Cific Grove. 
Bubba's BartJeque 
3056 Del Monte Blvd., Marina 
Noon to 10:00 p.m. 
(408) 883-2485 
Bubba's Barbeque is owned and oper-
atedbya retired Arrnyofficer. We've found 
all his entrees to be excellent, but we highly 
recommend the hickory-smoked pork ribs 
and beef brisket. Both the ribs and brisket 
are well -flavored, tender and meaty. He 
serves almost all the dishes with a tender 
corn on the cob, a sweet and moist corn 
bread, as well as a choice of potato salad, 
cole slaw or beans (wedidn'tfindanyofthe 
salads or beans especially good, so we 
normally skip them). 
Bubba's prices range from $4.25 for 
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
chili or pinto beans with ham hock bits and 
corn bread to $16.50 for the "full spread 
combination," where you can receive a 
"healthy portion of all meats." The "full 
spread" features a choice of ribs or any 
other meatat$9.25, a good bargain when 
rib entrees at Tony Romas in Fisherman's 
Wharf or Toots lagoon in Carmel are not 
only more expensive, but not nearly as 
good. Be forewarned, Bubba likes to 
smother a rather sweet barbecue sauce all 
over the entree and drown the corn on the 
cob with a commercial squeezable butter, 
so if you prefertodowithouteither, be sure 
to say so. 
Little Chicken House 
1193 Forest Avenue, Padfic Grove 
10:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
(408) 655-1704 
Little Chicken House has become our 
favorite place for ribs. One reason is 
because it's so close to our house. The most 
important reason is because the pork ribs 
are simply the best! They're barbecued in 
such a way, you get to sink your teeth into 
a nicely crisp and peppery crust that won-
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
derfullycomplements the tender and meaty 
interior. The chickens are also delicious, 
expertly roasted, and the barbecue sauce is 
quite tasty with a nice tang to it. We were 
disappointed with the beefbrisketsandwich, 
and the salads aren't anything to write 
home about either. 
Little Chicken House has an extensive 
sandwich selection for around $3.50, so 
you might find something better than the 
brisket sandwich. Full meal selections, 
which include beans, french fries or cole 
slaw, range from $3.50 for 1/4 chicken to 
$7.50 for a generous portion of BBQ ribs. 
Unfortunately, you won't impress your date 
at Uttle Chicken House because it lacks any 
attractive exterior or interior decor, and 
then uses paper plates and plastic utensils. 
Consequently, theirdrive-upwindowisgreat 
for those who are in a rush or have a 
romantic place to dine. 
For those of you who like the Central 
Texan BartJeque in Castroville, we believe 
you'll also enjoy Bubba's and Little Chicken 
House. We haven't made it to Smalley's 
Roundup in Salinas yet. but it's still on our 
list. And so our great BBQ search continues. 
'f 
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LEARNING CAN BE FUN! 
Invest In the Future: Share the Joy of Reading 
by Lee Ann Annbruster 
"He who loves reading has everything 
within his reach. He has but to desire and 
he may possess himself of every species of 
wisdom to judge and power to perform. " 
- William Goodwin 
We parents have a monumental task in 
raising children. We want them to be 
healthy and happy and given access to every 
benefidalopportuniW. Wewant 
them tobecaring, independent, 
and intelligent We want their 
futures to be brightand secure. 
As Americans, we see these 
things as our children's in-
alienable rights. 
In order to secure these 
rights, it is the parents' duW to 
ensure that child has the abiliw 
to comprehend the written 
word. The world is a very 
intimidating place when one is 
unable to read. Jobs are non-
existent, and personal happi-
ness is hidden by embarrass-
mentand shame. Jim Trelease, 
in The Read Aloud Handbook, 
asserts that "in the nation's 
prisons, 60 percent of the in-
mates are illiterate and 85 
percent of juvenile offenders 
have reading problems: The 
U.S. Department of Education 
estimates that 20% of all 
American adults are illiterate 
and 34% are marginally illiterate. Accord-
ing to Jonathan Kozel, author of Illiterate 
America, more than sixW million adults 
"cannot read enough to understand the 
pcison wamings on a can of pesticide or the 
antidote instructions on a can of kitchen lye; 
nor can they understand the wamings of 
the sedative effects of non-prescription 
drugs, handle a checking account, or read 
editorials in a newspaper. " 
What can we do to ensure that our 
children will be readers? Shouldwedepend 
entirely on the schools? Are we parents in 
a position to teach necessary reading skills 
to our children? If we view the teaching of 
reading as an extension of teaching our 
children to talk, then we realize that college 
training and degrees aren't necessary. The 
only training we had in teaching our child to 
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Speak was the abiliw to talk. The teaching 
of reading should be as relaxed and as 
natural. In her book Make your Child A 
Lifelong Reader Dr. Jacquelyn Gross says 
"the fact is that you are far more qualified 
than any teacher to deliver the mostsignifi-
cant message about reading that your child 
will ever receive. The message is that 
language, whether oral or written, contrib-
utes to the exdtement, fullness, and joy of 
life. You communicate that message in the 
simplest pcssible manner: by sharing lan-
guage with your child in a positive way." 
If we wait until a child enters school and 
is introduced to reading through basal 
readers, she may view reading as a boring; 
perplexing chore. And, it's no wonder. 
Have you ever read a basal reader? These 
books are used to teach reading skills, such 
as recalling the main idea and the sequenc-
ing of events. These skills can be taught, or 
at least introduced, by a parent during the 
reading of a favorite book. Reading should 
be viewed by the child as a treat, not as a 
chore in preparation for a test "Books are 
to be savored and enjoyed, and those who 
use them exdusively to cross-examine chil-
dren, to the certain destruction of their 
enjoyment, should be prosecuted for soul-
mUrderl" (Alfred North Whitehead) 
"You may have tangible wealth untold: 
Gaskets of jewels and coffers of gold. 
Richer than I you can never be-
I had a Mother who read to me. " 
(''The Reading Mother" by Strickland 
Gillilan) 
Picture inyour mind a father or 
mother holding a baby and singing 
"Mocking Bird" or reciting 
"Hickory Dickory Dock." The 
parent is not only sharing a loving 
moment with his or her child, but 
is introdUCing thejoy of language 
and laying the groundwork for an 
enthusiastic reader. The appre-
dation of the oral word, through 
rhymes, stories, and finger plays 
will lead to the joy of the written 
word. The loving attention a par-
entgives a child during these times 
will produce a positive feeling to-
ward reading. How old should a 
baby be before we start reading to 
her? Jim Trelease believes that "if 
a child is eld enough to talk to, 
she's old enough to read to." Re-
member: before there is an inter-
est, there must be an awareness. 
Young children love looking at 
pictures and photographs of other 
children, animals, and familiar 
oQjects. Soon they will see the relationship 
between objects and the written word. (At 
ten months my son could "read" Cheeriosl) 
From personal experience, I have found 
that baby/toddler books with a single word 
or a short sentence on each page are the 
best with which to begin. Besides reading 
the word or sentence provided, you have 
the opportuniw to discuss the extensive 
content of the pictures. This helps your 
child leam more of her immediate world. 
As a child approaches toddlerhood, be-
ing on a schedule is very impcrtant to her 
(and to the parents' emotional well-being I). 
Reading time should be at the same time 
each day. A suggested time is before nap 
and/or bedtime. Once the reading time is 
established into the daily routine, you will 
find it to be a relaxing time to share with 
your child. After a rough moming or 
evening, I look forward to settling down 
with my son and some favorite books. It"s 
a time of unwinding and peaceful sharing 
with no power struggles or confrontations. 
What a wonderful way to end a dayl 
One mistake we parents may make is 
assuming that our school-aged children no 
longer need to be read to. Since they can 
read for themselves, are we debasing their 
confidence in their reading abilities if we 
continue our read-aloud ritual? It"s doubt-
ful that your child will allow you to hold him 
while you read, but it is still important to 
cuddle his mind as it was to cuddle him. A 
child's listening vocabulary is normally two 
years ahead of his reading vocabulary. 
Reading aloud enhances a child's language 
by providing a good language model for 
children to follow, unlike the television 
which is full of "McLanguage" -jargon, 
slang, and bodily shrugs. Which do you 
think makes a better language role model 
for your child: E.B. White or BartSimpson? 
According to Jane M. Healy, author of 
Endangered Minds "if kids donl talk and 
listen effectively, they don't think effec-
tively, either." 
As we continue to read to our children, 
we stimulate their interests, their imagina-
tions, and their emotional development It 
may be easier foryour nine yearold daughter 
to identify with a book's character who is 
beginning to like boys than for her to 
discuss her new interest with you. Yourten 
year old son may find courage to facea bully 
after having read The Secretofthe Peaceful 
Warrior by Dan Millman. And with all the 
other conflicts with which the growing 
child is faced---{jeath, divorce, separation, 
sickness, substance abuse, peer pressure-
it is important to provide sympathetic books 
and an empathetic shoulder to help with the 
confusing process of maturing. 
If you child is reading on her own, make 
a variety of materials available to her, such 
as magazines, comic books, joke books, 
poetry, and story books. Allow your child 
an extra half hour before bed ifshe uses it 
for reading. Encourage reading toyounger 
siblings or friends . . Keep reading materials 
accessible in the bathroom-sounds absurd 
but very practicall Present each reader in 
the family with a library card and take 
advantage of all the library has to offer. 
Limit television viewing. Television has 
been identified as the biggesttime waster in 
our lives. Think of all the wonderful histo-
ries, fantasies, and endless adventures (and 
valuable family time) we miss because of 
"the tube." Parents, be good role models. 
READ, and share your enthusiasm with 
your child. It"s the best investrnentyou can 
make in your child's future. 
"The more that JOu read, the more that 
you'll know. 
The more that JOu learn, the more places 
you'll go." 
(I Can Read with My Eves Shut by Dr. Seuss) 
Start your summer off right and begin a 
reading program with your children. The 
following is a reading list for you to con-
sider. The books listed have been read and 
re-read by my family, unless the book title 
is preceded with an asterisk (0). If an 
asterisk does precede a title, please be 
assured that these books are on my reading 
list and were gathered from book reviews 
and personal recommendations. 
BABIES: 
1. Pat the Bunny by Dorothy Kunhardt 
(Westem Publishing Co.). A charming book 
full of touching, seeing, and doing activities 
for parent and baby to share. My son loved 
this book so much that we wore out two 
copiesl 
2. find the puoov and Find the puck by 
Stephen Cartwright and Claudia Zeff 
(Usbome Publishing, Ltd.). This book pro-
vides a chance for your baby to look for 
something, situations to talk about, and 
familiaroQjects to name. At2 112, my son 
still enjoys "reading" these books to him-
self. 
3. Peelsaboo1 by Matthew Price and.Jean 
Clavier (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.). A fun pop-
upbookallowingyourchildtoplaypeekaboo 
with a baby's Mommy, Daddy, dog and 
other surprises. . 
4. How Many? and Growing by Fiona 
Pragoff (Doubleday Publisher). Beautiful, 
large colored photographs of familiar ob-
jects to count("How Many?"), babies doing 
different activities ("Growing"). Lots of 
looking and talking potential! 
5. Babv's Colgrs and Babv's 123 and 
Baby's Tovs by Neil Ricklen (Simon & 
Schuster, Inc.). Threebooksfullofwonder-
ful photographs of young children explor-
ing colors, numbers and toys. 
6. Ten Uttle Babiesby Debbie MacKinnon, 
text, and Usa Kopper, illustrations (Dutton 
Children's Books). Based on the poem "And 
Then There Were None, " this book looks at 
the busy day of ten babies. I have read this 
so often, I can recite it! Sure to be a pleaser. 
7. The Baby's Catalogue by Janet and 
Allan Ahlberg (Uttle, Brown, and Co.). This 
book is full of familiar, daily oQjects in 
baby's life organized nicely into categories 
on each page. Weexploredifferenttypesof 
Moms, Dads, Accidents, Games, and many 
other areas of Baby's life. If my son had 
only one baby book, this would have been 
it 
8. peek-A-Bool by Janet and Allan 
Ahlberg (Puffin Books). Another master-
piece from this husband and wife team. A 
very inviting family offers glimpses into 
their daily lives. Their house is comfortably 
untidy and the story is set in England. I'll let 
you discover the pleasures of this book for 
yourself! 
9. My First Animals and My First WjJd 
Animals by Bettina Paterson (Thomas Y. 
Crowell). These brightly colored books 
present labeled collages of animals. Our 
copy of My first Wild Animals is so loved 
that it is held together by tapel 
10. Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise 
Brown (Harper & RO'N). First published in 
1947 and is still ranked #20n the Children's 
Paperback Best Seller Ust! Need I say 
more? 
BOOKS FOR TODDLERS AND 
PRESCHOOLERS: 
1. Milk and Cookies by frank Asch (Par-
ents Magazine Press). While visiting 
Grandma and Grandpa, Baby Bear has a 
dreamy encounter with a dragon. Great 
funl 
2. The Cow That Went Oink by Bernard 
Most (Harcourt, Brace, & Jovanovich). A 
touching story of two friends who help each 
other. 
3. Pig Pig Gets A .Job by David McPhail 
(Dutton Children's Books). The further 
adventures of Pig Pig, who decides he 
needs money. His mother suggests he get 
ajob. A good lesson for enterprising young 
ones. 
4. The Going to Bed Book. But Not the 
Hipooootamus, and Mgo-Baa-La La l.1 by 
Sandra Boynton. From the artist come 
three cute, absurd, and funny books. My 
husband and I enjoy But Not The Hipgo-
ootamus as much as our sonl 
5. JambeITV by Bruce Degen (Harper 
Trophy). A berry-picking adventure of a 
little boy and his poetic bear. Beautiful 
drawings and lots of fun. 
Continued on next page 
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6. One EJsh J\yo EJsh Red EJsh Blue 
.Eish by Dr. Seuss (Random House, Inc.). 
Remember this classic from childhood? It 
still has that same magical Seuss appeal. A 
must for every child. 
7. Who Said Red? by Mary Serfozo 
(Margaret K. McElderry Books). Beautiful 
water-colored illustrations (by Keido 
Narahashi) of two children on a farm. The 
little boy is searching for his kite, and the 
reader is introduced to a number of colors 
and images. 
8. Corduroy by Don Freeman (Puffin 
Books). The story of a bear who finds a 
friend and a home. This may bring tears to 
your eyes because of its simple sweetness. 
9. Happy Birthday Moon by Frank Asch 
(Simon & Schuster). Another wonderful 
book from Frank Asch about Bear who 
befriends the moon and shares a birthday 
present 
10. Round Robin by Jack Kent (Simon & 
Schuster). Round Robin likes to eat and 
finds it difficult to get South for the winter. 
Very silly and lots of fun. 
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AGES 6-12 (To be 
read aloud or read alone) 
1. Charlotte's Web and Stuart Little by 
E. B. White. 'TWo classics that shouldn't be 
missed. 
2. The Hobbit by J.B.B. Tolkien. Meet 
Bilbo Baggins, friend of dwarves and owner 
of a magic ring. Follow him on his adven-
ture to steal the treasure from Smaug the 
dragon. 
3. "The Boxcar Children by Gertrude 
Chandler Warner. The story of the four 
Alden children (ages four to twelve) who are 
parentiess, and their adventures of trying to 
stay together. Written over 40 years ago, 
so the roles of the brothers and sisters are 
very stereotypical, but the 23-book set is 
worth the reading according to my nine-
year old nephewl 
4. Redwall by Brian Jacques. The story 
of an abbey of mice and their struggles 
against a fierce enemy, Cluny the Scourge. 
Full of adventure. 
S. Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling. A 
series of alternate explanations for the 
strange characteristics of the animal king-
dom. For instance, howdidtheelephantget 
his nose? 
6. "The Door in the wall by Marguerite 
de Angeli. A tender story of a medieval boy 
CARPET REMNANTS 
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who is crippled. While his parents are away, 
Robin (the hero) is stricken with the plague 
and is saved by a monk. Robin must come 
to terms with not becoming a knight as he 
had planned. 
7. Pippi lnngstocking by Astrid lindgren. 
A delightful tale of an independent girl and 
her hilarious adventures. She does things 
children can only fantasize about! 
8. "The Indian in the Cupboard by Lynne 
Reid Banks. The story of a boy who 
receives a second-hand plastic Indian toy 
from his friend. Under the right circum-
stances, this toy comes to life and is in-
volved in all sorts of adventures. Not to be 
thought of as a "boy's book"l 
9. Little House on We Prairie books by 
Laura Ingalls Wilder. The books that in-
spired the series, but on an entirely differ-
ent plane! Full of warmth and family spirit 
Gives a good idea of what life was like a 
century ago. 
1 O. The Witch of Blackbird Pond by 
Elizabeth George Speare. In the late 1600s 
Kit 'TYler leaves her beautiful Caribbean 
island home to live in a Connecticut Puritan 
community. She befriends an old woman 
who is thought to be a witch. Soon Kit is 






Let Us Lighten Your Load 
CALL FOR YOUR FREE 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
Young Adult Summer Reading 
by Laura Dorko 
When it comes to opening a book, many teenagers might complain, "BORING!" If your 
nine toeighteen year old child thinks of reading as a drug-free sleep inducer, let me introduce 
you to three authors who will challenge their ideas. C.S. Lewis, Madeline LEngle, and L M. 
Montgomery have each written many books that will knock the socks off the coolest 
teenager. I want to give you a taste of these authors and their writings. 
Clive Staples Lewis was born in Belfast. Ireland in 1898 and died in 1963 while serving 
as professor at Cambridge Universit;y. He has written books on a wide range of topics, both 
fiction and nonfiction, but his most outstanding works are his Chronicles of Narnia. This 
seven book series tells the story of four English children who are mysteriously drawn out 
of this world and into another. As you are drawn along by Lewis' magnificent story telling, 
you begin to feel that you know the two sisters and two brothers around whom the plot 
unfolds. These are great books to read aloud to your children. My husband, who normally 
hates reading, read this series out loud with me and was so drawn into the story that we 
would stay up late many evenings to finish a chapter (or the whole bookl). Look up C.S. 
Lewis in the card catalogue at the Iibrary-he's written some great adult books, tool 
Madeline LEngle, who currently resides in New York, is my favorite author. She has 
written a great many books with older children in mind, but her most outstanding book is 
A Wrjnkle jn Time. It's the story of a young girl and her brother who, along with a friend, 
must save their father on a distant planet Although that may sound a little far out to you-
you become a part of the story as you are reading it The young girl deals with all the usual 
adolescent problems of insecurit;y and relating to boys, yet she is refreshingly portrayed as 
loving and respecting her parents. This books is a mustl LEngle has followed up the story 
with two other books, A Wjnd jn the Poor and Many Waters. 
LEngle has written another young adult series about a family of four. The first book in 
the series is called Meet the Austjns and follows the life of ajust-12 year old named Vicky. 
The next two books in the series follow her through to almost sixteen. By the time you've 
read all three books, you'll have watched her progress through some of the most difficult 
parts of adolescence. It's a great group of books to get your kids thinking about what they 
would do in Similar situations-and at the same time they are great fun to read! 
L.M. Montgomery is a Canadian author who lived from 1874 to 1942. Her Anne of 
Green Gables series was first published as a serial for a Sunday School paper. Anne was such 
a popular character that Montgomery went on to write an eight book series about the red-
headed orphan from Prince Edward Island. If I feel like I know C.S. Lewis' characters, and 
relate to LEngle's stories, I AM Anne of Green Gables. When I read about all her adventures 
and mishaps, it's happening to me. Once your child (andyou?l) have read the "Anne" series, 
treat yourself to the Walt Disney movie version. Montgomery has also written other 
children's novels including Emily of New Moon, The Story GjrL and The Golden Road. 
It that's not enough to get you and your family into reading fantastic books this summer, 
here are a few more great books to read: 
Classics 
lane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte 
The works of Jane Austen: Norlhanger Abbey Prjde and Prejudjce and others 
Pilarjm's Proaress by John Bunyan (available in scaled down versions) 
The works of Charles Dickens: A Tale of Two Cjties Njcholus Njckelby and others 
Newberry Award Winners 
1992 - Shiklh by Phyllis Naylor 
1991 - Manjac Magee by Jerry Spinelli 
The Honor Book for 1991 
True Confessjons of Charlotte Davie by Avi 
The Monterey PubliC Ubrary carries lists of award winning books for your perusal. 
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Although my husband and I faced many 
changes in the transition from couple to 
family, one in particular caught us off guard. 
We thought trips home to visit relatives 
would be more enjoyable with our new 
addition to show off and occasionally drop 
off for a visit with loving family members. 
We wanted the chance to catch a few 
movies, shop in peace, and eat our fill of 
decadent cuisine at restaurants with a 
minimum two hour serving time. 
These are the things parents begin to 
crave shortly after their first child is born. 
Listening to friends and neighbors, I know 
we are not alone. The problem is that not 
all relatives are ready to drop everything 
and be available to babysit when we visit 
Understandably so, they love their new 
heirs, but still want to visit with the old 
heirs as well. 
On our last couple of vacations back 
home, we tried something new-{)vernight 
Sail into Savings 
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with 
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out of our landfills 
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Family (Travel) Matters 
by andi aoppa 
side trips during our family visits. Thereare 
many options available for travel every-
where. 
Side trips can be made with or without 
the kids, but need to be planned ahead for 
the benefit of everyone involved. Whether 
a vacation is necessary or not may be 
debatable, but consider the following: 
Moms need breaks, Even if just for a 
couple of days and, yes, even with the kids 
if necessary. There are resorts and guest 
ranches all over the United States which 
cater to families and have finely tuned 
programs available to free up Mom and Dad 
and provide a wealth of recreation and 
enjoyment for the kids as well. 
Geographic breaks, A couple of days, 
even if Dad thinks he would prefer to spend 
his. break on home projects. A change of 
scenery and a little pampering and rest and 
relaxation should help him shift from work 
mode to vacation mode (you may want to 
schedule this vacation after he has caught 
up on his chores). 
Unrealistic expectations of your 
relatives. Our vacation time grows more 
precious to us each year so we grow to 
expect trips home to see family to be more 
grati1'ying as well. While many of us gain 
appreciation of our family over time, we 
sometimes feel disillusioned by family visits 
that leave us unfulfilled in some way. As 
military families, wedo notalways live close 
to our relatives so we need to use our 
vacation time as visiting time which can 
sometimes conflict with our desires to play 
tourist 
Once you have decided to vacation, 
where, when, and how long are among 
your items to plan. One option is an 
overnight or side trip during your family 
visit Ask them to contact a travel agent or 
their area chamber of commerce for some 
ideas and brochures. If you are flying, think 
about a stop over between here and your 
destination. Most airlines allow stopovers 
en route for a small fee. Check with your 
local travel agent as well. Discuss your 
plans with the family you are visiting and be 
sensitive to plans they have alreadY arranged. 
Chances are if you make them a partner in 
your planning, they will be more open to 
the idea of sharing you with Club Med. If 
you are like me, you will probably be more 
content to catch up on family news when 
you have a "tourist vacation" to remember 
or look forward to. 
If you are planning on sticking around 
for this break or having the family visit 
Monterey, there are plenty of options 
available. California is full of vacation 
options and just outside its boundaries are 
many more vacation opportunities. Maybe 
your visitors would like to spend some time 
"alone with the kids" so you and yours can 
have a romantic getaway. Once again, 
planning is essential. 
Finally, if you would prefer to travel with 
your entire family (or do not havea choice), 
there are countless options available. Most 
resorts and guest ranches have children's 
programs available; usually from age two 
and up. One resort in San Diego offers a 
recreation program for ages four and up 
which entertains the child from 9 a.m. to 9 
p.m. with the exception of mealtimes. Many 
large hotels and resorts offer a shorter 
version of the same. 
To start planning, discuss the time factor 
with your family and some location ideas. 
Bring these to your local travel agent or 
visit the library if you would prefer re-
searchingonyourown. With a little creativity 
and professional guidance, you can plan 
your ideal family vacation. Happy travelsl 
Cindi Cioppa is a La Mesa resident and a 
military travel speda/ist 
osse Upcoming Activities 
Come one, come a 111 Don't miss the ever-
exciting Vendor's Showcase to be held June 
8 at 7:00 p.m. in the La Novia Room in 
Herrmann Hall. Discover who sells 
Tupperware, Longaberger baskets, 
handpaintedclothingJewelry, wooden toys, 
linens, and other products and services, 
such as interior design and more. Last 
year's showcase featured over thirty OSSC 
members and their wares. Refreshments 
will be provided, so come on out and sup-
port your fellow entrepreneurs! 
For people who want 
SOLID WOOD 
• Bookcases 
• Bunk Beds 
• Chest Beds 
• Computer Tables 
• Coffee Tables 
• Desks 
• Dining Tables 
• Dressers 
• File Cabinets 
• Stools 
• Rockers 
for adu~s and kids 
Tomorrow's Antiques Today 
Griffith's 
Furniture 
Yes, it is finally herel Taste a bit of 
Britain with our upcoming High Tea to be 
held at The Lodge at Pebble Beach on July 
24th from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. We plan to 
have quite a "ritzy affair" with the tradi-
tional srones, finger-sandwiches, petit fours, 
raspberries, strawberries and, of course, 
tea! As an extra bonus we will have an 
expert who will teach us the hiStory of the 
British High Tea and how to properly host-
ess one. It will be a wonderful time in the 
beautiful surroundings of Pebble Beach. 
Space is limited to 24 people so send in your 
reservation form A.S.A. P. The cost is $15 
for OSSC members and $17 for non-mem-
bers and included in the price are chances to 
win some really great door prizes quite 
QUALITY UNFINISHED 8: FINISHED FURNITURE 
829 BROADWAY MON . -FR I. 10:00-6:00 235 MONTEREY 
SEAa1DE394-8301 SAT.9:()().5:00 SALINAS422--8S33 
RELOCATING? 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA - MARYLAND 
NORFOLK-VIRGINIA BEACH 
or Anywhere in the USA 
LET THE 
LONG & FOSTER TEAM HELP 
(over 18 years of serving the NPG School) 
Fill out the mail back card and RECEIVE 
OUR FREE RELOCATION PACKAGE 
and 













Although my husband and I faced many 
changes in the transition from couple to 
family. one in particular caught us off guard. 
We thought trips home to visit relatives 
would be more enjoyable with our new 
addition to show off and occasionally drop 
off for a visit with loving family members. 
We wanted the chance to catch a few 
movies, shop in peace, and eat our fill of 
decadent cuisine at restaurants with a 
minimum two hour serving time. 
These are the things parents begin to 
crave shortly after their first child is born. 
Listening to friends and neighbors, I know 
we are not alone. The problem is that not 
all relatives are ready to drop everything 
and be available to babysit when we visit 
Understandably so, they love their new 
heirs, but still want to visit with the old 
heirs as well. 
On our last couple of vacations back 
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Family (Travel) Matters 
by Cindi Cioppa 
side trips during our family visits. Thereare 
many options available for travel every-
where. 
Once you have decided to vacation, 
where, when, and how long are among 
your items to plan. One option is an 
overnight or side trip during your family 
visit Ask them to contact a travel agent or 
their area chamber of commerce for some 
ideas and brochures. If you are flying, think 
about a stop over between here and your 
destination. Most airlines allow stopovers 
en route for a small fee. Check with your 
local travel agent as well. Discuss your 
plans with the family you are visiting and be 
sensitive to plans they have already arranged. 
Chances are if you make them a partner in 
your planning, they will be more open to 
the idea of sharing you with Club Med. If 
you are like me, you will probably be more 
content to catch up on family news when 
you have a "tourist vacation" to remember 
or look forward to. 
Side trips can be made with or without 
the kids, but need to be planned ahead for 
the benefit of everyone involved. Whether 
a vacation is necessary or not may be 
debatable, but consider the following: 
If you are planning on sticking around 
for this break or having the family visit 
Monterey, there are plenty of options 
available. California is full of vacation 
Moms need breaks. Even if just for a 
couple of days and, yes, even with the kids 



















I THE WASHINGTON POST: 
REAL ESTATE 
SATURDAY,JUNE30,l990 
Long &. FosterReallors,the largesl real 
estate fum in the WashinglOll Area, is ooe 
of the lOp-ranked real estate finns in the 
coonuy, acccrding to the Consumer Re-
poruswvey. 
Long &. Foster, a 22·year-old linn 
with 173 offices rrom Baltimort 10 
Not101k,srond a771otalontheovenll 
1 OO-point hOlllf-seller salisraction indel, 
which made it the stCOIId·raltd lina in 
the country, ICCOI'ding 10 the surveyor 
72,000 Consumer Reports readers. 
Towingthelisl was EdinaRealty, which 
operates in Minnesru and Wiscoosin and 
received a 78 pertall approval rating 
amoog Consumer Reports readers. Long 
&. Foster edged out lwo cxher natiooal 
fums-RelMax and Merrill Lynch Re· 
allY, now known as Prudential Real Es· 
tate Affiliates, boIh of which have offices 
in the Washinglon area. 
·We were thrilled: said P. Wesley 
Foster, Jr., presidenl of Loog &. Foster, 
who attributed the st/OOg ranking to good 
sales agents and an accanplished train· 
ing depalUlleol 
Several large natiooal companies left 
readers moredissatisfied. Cenl11!y 2l,the 
largest brokerage finn in the coonuy, 
woo a 69 pen:ent approval rating, while 
68 pen:ent ri the readers swveyed who 
had sold their homes in the (lQstfouryears 
were pleased with the perfonnance of 
ERA Real Estate. 
-Kirstin Downey 
osse Upcoming Activities 
Come one, come alii Don't miss the ever-
exciting Vendor's Showcase to be held June 
8 at 7:00 p.m. in the L:i Novia Room in 
Herrmann Hall. Discover who sells 
Tupperware, Longaberger baskets, 
handpainted clothingJewelry, wooden toys, 
linens, and other products and services, 
such as interior design and more. L:ist 
year's showcase featured over thirty osse 
members and their wares. Refreshments 
will be provided, so corne on out and sup-
port your fellow entrepreneurs! 
Yes, it is finally herel Taste a bit of 
Britain with our upcoming High Tea to be 
held at The Lodge at Pebble Beach on July 
24th from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. We plan to 
have quite a "ritzy affair" with the tradi-
tional scones, finger-sandwiches, petit fours, 
raspberries, strawberries and, of course, 
teal As an extra bonus we will have an 
expert who will teach us the history of the 
British High Tea and how to properly host-
ess one. It will be a wonderful time in the 
beautiful surroundings of Pebble Beach. 
Space is limited to 24 people so send in your 
reservation form A.S.A.P. The cost is $15 
for osse members and $17 for non-mem-
bersand included in the price are chances to 
win some really great door prizes quite 
suited for the event "Cheerio" and I hope 
to see you there! 
The Babysitting Solution 
Now that you have arrived in this most 
beautiful part of the country, with so many 
wonderful things to do and experience, 
with a spouse that won't be deploying (for 
atleasta few months!), you are ready to get 
a sitter and do it alii Well, unfortunately 
there are only a few teenagers available to 
sit The L:i Mesa Babysitting Co-op can help 
rescue you by providing the solution to your 
babysitting problems. 
The Co-op is a group of parents who 
babysit for each other with no money ex-
changed. We work on a point system of 4 
points per hour. In the evening the sitter 
comes to your house to babysit and during 
the day you drop your kids off at the sitter's 
house. You don't even have to call to set up 
the Sit, there is a. secretary to do that for 
you. Just tell her when you need thesitand 
she will do the rest! In exchange, the 
secretary will call you tosee if you can sitfor 
other members. 
There is a one-time sign-up fee of $2.00, 
this pays for our administration expenses. 
If you are interested in joining or have any 
questions, please call the Co-op chairper-
son, Cyndi L:inders at 655-5572. 
For people who want 
SOLID WOOD 
• Bookcases 
• Bunk Beds 
• Chest Beds 
• Computer Tables 
• Coffee Tables 
• Desks 
• Dining Tables 
• Dressers 
• File Cabinets 
• Stools 
• Rockers 
for adults and kids 
Tomorrow's Antiques Today 
Griffith's 
Furniture 
QUALITY UNFINISHED 8r: FINISHED FURNITURE 
829 BROADWAY MON.4FRI. 10:00·6:00 235 MONTEREY 
SEASIDE 394-8301 SAT.9:0().0S:OO SALINAS 422-8833 
DIANNE SITES CAPRIO 
D.D.S. 
FAMILY DENTISTRY 
New Patients Accepted . Wed. Evening Appts. 
M ember. American Dental Association 
Member. California Dental Association 
880 Coss • Suite 204 • MONTEREY. 372-6304 





JAWS POORBOYS HOAGIES 
6' AND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
1193 10th St. , Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 
Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Fresh Doughnuts Dally 
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Summer Activities for Kids 
People in the Monterey area have been 
busy planning special activities for the 
younger set this summer. If you dread 
hearing ''I'm bored," or 'There's nothing to 
do," look over this sampling of local ad-
ventures, and make plans quick, before it's 
too late! 
NPS Swlmmlng Pool 
Summer Schedule, beginning June 5: 
Tues. - Fri. between 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. is lap 
SWimming for adults; 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. is 
recreational swimming (all ages); weekends 
Noon - 6 p.m. is recreational swimming (all 
ages); closed on Mondays. 
Fees: Adults (wlmilitary, 000 I. D. ) are 
$1.00; Children (dependent, 2-11) are $ 
by Pam Bane 
.75; Guests (all ages) are $1 .75. Season 
passes available at NPS Recreational Office. 
Swim lessons offered through YMCA 
(373-4167): Five two-week (Tues.-Fri.) 
sessions begin June 15. Cost is $301 
session. Register in advance at NPS Rec-
reation Office, Herrmann Hall (646-2466). 
Levels are 'ParentlTot" though "Minnow" 
(crawl stroke 50 yds). More advanced 
levels may be made available; check with 
YMCA. Testing will be done the first day to 
determine class placemenl Classes will be 
kept small. Call 646-2275 for more in-
formation. 
Pattulo Swim Center 
1148 Wheeler, Seaside 
ROBERT A. AUGER, D.D.S. ==-d 
GERALD A. TARSITANO, D.D.S., M.S. ~ 
Orthodontics Exclusively - Children & Adults 
335 EI Dorado Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 373-3765 
26365 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Carmel, CA 93923 
(408) 624-7244 
529 Central Avenue 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 
(408) 372-1566 





Independent & I Owned 
-Books eMagazine1 
-Music -Newspapers 
-Cards -Espresso & 
Desserts 
Four two-week (Mon. - Fri.) swimming 
lesson sessions begin June 15. Cost is $251 
session for Seaside residents, active/retired 
military and dependents with valid military 
1.0. card (with one registration at regular 
price, additional family members register-
ing at the same time will receive a 20% 
discount). Registration begins May 28 for 
the first session at the Oldemeyer Center, 
986 Hilby Avenue, Seaside (across Wheeler 
Sl from swim center). Levels range from 
Parent/Tot through Advanced Swimmer. 
Testing dates will be given at registration in 
order to determine proper class placemenl 
Call 899-6270 for more information. 
La Mesa Village Youth/l'een Center 
Bldg. 49 (look for sign on Farragutt 
between Spruance and Leahy) 
Youth Center (Ages 5-11): $8/mo., 
Open Mon. - Sal ; regular hours are 7:30 
a.m. - 10 a.m., 11 :30 a.m. - 6 p.m.; 
summer hours (June 15-July 3): 7:30 a.m. 
- 6 p.m. 
Teen Center (Ages 12-18): $21mo.; 
open Monday and Thursday,S p.m. - 8 
p.m.; and Friday and Saturday,S p.m. - 9 
p.m. 
A full activity calendar for both youths 
and teens. Regular activities for Youth 
Center members include a Tae Kwon Do 
class on Mondays, and a baseball card col-
lecting club on Fridays. 
The Youth Center changes its schedule 
to "Summer Camp" on July 6 (register in 
advance at Youth Center), running until the 
beginning of school. Cost is $451wk, hours 
are 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Mon. - Fri. Field 
trips, cooking prqjects, arts and crafts, golf 
and tennis lessons, and special events are 
being planned. 
The Teen Center will keep its regular 
schedule, and activities such as basketball 
and pool tournaments, as well as an intra-
mural volleyball program will be added. 
For registration, and more information, 
stop by the center or call 646-2127. 
Vacation Bible School 
Sponsored by the NPS Command Reli-
gious Program, "Adventures on Son 
Mountain" will be held July 20-24 at La 
• 
Mesa Elementary School. Hours will be 9 
a.m. - noon each day. Registration is now 
in progress for children from Kindergarten 
age this fall , up to those completing 5th 
grade in June. A donation of $21child 
would help cover costs. Adult and teen 
volunteers are welcome. For more infor-
mation, call A1isa Kendall at 647-1873. 
I.Yceum of the Monterey Peninsula 
A variety of Art dasses for grades 2-6, 
Computer classes for grades 3 and up, 
Humanities offerings for grades 2 and up, 
and Wildlife tours for families are available. 
Imaginative themes are the rule. Locations, 
course fees and dates vary. Call the Lyceum 
at 373-6098 for more information. 
Del Monte Gardens Roller Rink 
2020 Del Monte Ave. 
Summer schedule begins mid-June, 
opening Wed. - Sun. from 2-4 p.m. Costis 
$3.50/person including skate rental. 
Skating lessons for ages 2-13 are available 
Saturday at 12:30 p.m. (arrive early for 
registration and skate rental), lasting 45 
minutes. The $18/mo registration fee, 
indudes skate rentals, and a $1 discount on 
the matinee skating (regularly $3.50) which 
begins at 2 p.m. For more information, 
contact Mr. 8urchell at 375-3202. 
Lincoln Lanes Bowling Center 
2161 North Fremont, 373-1553 
Young Americans Bowling Assoc. (VABA) 
leagues and "training squad" for children 
age 5 (or able to manage a 6 lb. ball) and up, 
and teens. Teams based on maturity and 
ability. Saturdays, 9:25 a.m. - noon. 
Register any Saturday, between 9 and 9: 15. 
$5 weekly fee includes YABA membership, 
league and training squad, league awards, 
shoe rental, practice and 3 games. For 
more information, contact Mr. Coleman, 
Director of Programs, at 899-0925. 
YMCA 
600 Camino El Estero, 373-4167 
A variety of camping experiences (in-
cluding Soccer Camp) for children ages 5-
15, in session beginning June 15. Fees vary 
for both day camps and resident camps. A 
Counselor in Training (CIT) program is 
available for teens ages 12-15. Call or stop 
by the YMCA for more information. 
Monterey Recreation & Community 
Services Dept. 
546 Dutra Street (behind Colton Hall) 
646-3866 
Through community centers on the 
Monterey Peninsula, Arts & Crafts, Dance, 
Exercise, Gymnastics, Music & Drama, and 
many more special dasses and activities are 
offered. Dasses are available for Moms & 
Babies, Olildren, Teens and Adults. Day 
camp, OvemightCamps, and Family Week-
end Camp are now registering. Every 
family should have a copy of the Summer 
1992 Activities Guide, available at the Rec-
reation Department Ask about the free 
playground program. 
Also, the new Monterey Sports Center at 
301 E. Franklin St (646-3730) opens 
June 1. Facilities indude two indoor pools 
(one with a giant l00-foot double cork-
screw slide), a weight and fitness room, 
tiny tot activity room, sun deck, and much 
more. Call or stop by the Sports Center for 
fee schedule and further information. 
Monterey PubliC Ubrary 
625 Pacific Street, 646-3930 
The Bookmobile will continue to appear 
in La Mesa on Leahy next to the tennis 
courts on Wednesdays, 1 - 4:30 p.m. 
The library Youth Services kicks off its 
Summer Reading Dub's "Sail into the Un-
known: Olart Your Course with Books" 
theme on June 16, 3 - 4 p.m. Every 
lUesday at 3 p.m. stories, movies and 
thematic activities will be offered to kids 
age 6-13. A kid's concert on June 18, and 
a family film on June 20 start the summer 
with a bangl 
For young children, five story times are 
offered: 2 yr. oIds w/adult-lUes. at 10 
a.m. or Fri. at 10 a.m.; 3 -5 yr. olds (library 
timeforparent)-lUes. at 11 a.m.orWed. 
at 11 a.m.; and "My Baby and Me" -rhyme 
time for babies, preschoolers and parents-
last Wed. each month at 10 a.m. 
Call Youth Services at 646-3934 for 
information on these programs. 
Scouting 
Boy Scouts, La Mesa Troop 178: Dave 
Young 655-4908 
Cub Scouts, La Mesa Pack 84: Steve 
Cameron 375-8482 
Girl Scouts, Monterey Bay Area Coundl: 
372-8048 







Daily 9-6 p.m. 




ALL AGE GROUPS 
373-3855 
Please Tell Our Advertisers 
you saw their ad in The Classmate 
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You Can Make Summer 
a Picnic for Your Pet 
Summer travel can be fun for the whole 
family, and The SPCA of Monterey County, 
a Humane Sa:iety, reminds you to take your 
pet's needs into consideration when plan-
ning any summer trips. 
Pets are often forgotten in the rush to 
get ready for a vacation, but The SPCA says 
you must plan ahead to make certain that 
your pet will have the proper care during 
the trips. 
The most responsible thing you can do 
for your pet is to leave him or her at home 
while you're on vacation. "Hiring a pet 
sitter or leaving your pet at a reputable 
kennel is the best way to make sure that he 
or she will be healthy and happy when your 
return," says Jim Bennett. SPCA Manager 
of Community Outreach. 
Bennett continues, "If you must travel 
with your pet, do not leave him or her in a 
parked car. Many pet owners/companions 
do not realize how deadly a parked car can 
beonasummerday. lnamatterofminutes, 
your pet can suffer from heatstroke or 
brain damage. 
"Dogs can't sweat The only way they 
have to cool off is to pant Opening the 
window, parking in a shaded area or turning 
on the air conditioner will not save your 
pet's life," says Bennett. 
When you arrive at your destination, 
The SPCA urges you to be sensitive to your 
pet's increased summer needs. Bennett 
says that it is important to have a fresh 
supplyofwateratall times. Also, be aware 
that your pet may eat less in hot weather. 
Make sure that his or her eating patterns 
are a sign of the temperature and not an 
illness. 
If your recreation spot has a balcony or 
window ledge, your pet should be closely 
supervised. Pets should only be allowed 
near windows that are securely screened. 
Bennett says, "A cat's favorite spot is 
usually a sunny window. Unfortunately, 
every year cats and dogs are killed in falls 
from ledges and balconies." 
While on your vacation, Bennett cau-
tions against the temptation to pick up 
stray animals. Every year, animals which 
believe they have found a permanent home 
are abandoned at summer's end. Bennett 
says vacationers like the idea of having a pet 
around for the summer, but when the vaca-
tion ends, families often realize they cannot 
take the animals home with them. 
"Leaving pets to fend for themselves is 
the worst mistake anyone with an un-
wanted pet can make," Bennettsays. "cats 
and dogs cannot take care of themselves, 
and many of them will starve to death or 
meet another horrible fate: 
Bennettasks that you take stray animals 
to the local shelter where the animal can be 
cared for and possibly reunited with his or 
her companion/owner. 
As you celebrate the summer holidays, 
be aware that your pet may be sensitive to 
the bright lights and loud noises that go 
along with fireworks and summer storms. 
"Pets should be kept inside away from 
the activity and noise," Bennett suggests. 
'These unfamiliar sights and sounds can be 
very traumatic for your cat or dog." 
Bennett says you can help your pet 
weather thunderstorms by using a tape 
recording of these sounds to gradually de-
sensitize him or her to the real thing. If this 
treatment is insuffiCient, consult your vet-
erinarian for additional help. 
Finally, Bennett says that when you re-
turn horne, vacuum your rugs and furniture 
before you let your petin the house. 
"During your trip," he says, "fleas and 
ticks have had a chance to multiply, and you 
andyour petcould become infested as soon 
as you walk in the door." 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
22 CLASSMATE 
General Dentistry 
A practice philosophy qf conservative, 
quality, restorative and cosmetic dentistry 
CAPTAIN Linkenbach was formerly the Director of the 
Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass Street • Suite Col 
372-8011 
International News 
Many, many lhanks" tothe International 
Committee, the country representatives, 
sponsors and everyone from our Intema-
tional Community that worked so hard to 
make the Intemational Day such a success. 
I know it wasn't easy to bring everything 
together, but a tremendous amount of 
coordination by a lot of dedicated people 
resulted in a great public relations event 
that all who attended will long remember. 
The personal exchanges, new friendships 
and awareness of our NPS Intemational 

















Farewell Dinner Dance 




must be 13 years or older 
Guest Speaker Lunch -
Monterey HistoricSociety -adults 
San Frandsco Giants vs. 
Houston Astros -
must be 8 years or older 
Roller skating - all ages 
Monterey International 
Horse Show - Family Event 
Califomia Rodeo - Family Event 
Sacramento - Family Trip 
Formare infonnation abouttheseevents, 
please contact the Intemational Office at 
646-2186 or stop by their office located in 
Herrmann Hall, Room l00W. 
Miss Barbara's 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER ~GJ 
"We make learning childs play" c:,~~~=~=i.==::: 
INFANT· PRESCHOOL· AFTER SCHOOL CARE 
S~rving lhe CommJlltity for 24 years 
• State Licensed • Full or Part Time 
• College Trained Staff • Planned Curriculum 
• Member of PACF/NAEYC • Computer Center 
MONTEREY 
375-6738 
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
MARINA 
• Hrs. 7:30-6:00 
• Gymnastics 
• Summer Camp 
MARINA 
384-8447 
52 Soledad Dr. 
883-2616 
226 Beach Rd. 3200 Del Monte Blvd. 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
26535 CARMEL RANCHO BOULEVARD 
SUITE 5C 
CARMEL, CA 93923 
(408) 624-4100 
ORTHODONTICS 
81 VIA ROBLES 
MONTEREY, CA 93490 
(408) 373·0415 
Member, American Association of Orthodontists 
MONTEREY CYPRESS 




Gifts - We can create any 
glass design you desire, or 
pick one 01 ours . . . 
Cypress T r98 • Sea oner 
Hummir\i>ird • _ MeIf~ 
Stop in for a free estimate 
Complete stained glass supplies 
Classes are also available 
Please ask us about our 
Military Discount 
(10% ()( mrJf/) '" selecled ilems) 
Hour.: 
Iot·F 10 • 5:30 p.m. SAT 11 ·5 p.m. 
SUNDAYS by Appointment Only 
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Bay Pet Hospital 
2201 Fremont Blvd . 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 
From Salinas 758-2032 
Office Hours 
Weekdays 8-5:30 






You'll Appreciate! I 10% I 
o Fees that Fit a Family Budget : OFF I 
o Full Explanation of An Treatments 
o Convenienllocation : YOU R I $2285* I DOWN I 
Why not pe me H~ today? I PAYMENT I 
In Practice for 24 Years : WITH THIS I 
L _CS:ll!..PO~_l 
Ofee _ study models. 
up to 2 years active 
treatment, supplies. exam 
consultations . Fee does not 







Robert E. uter, D.D.S., M.S. 
93940 (408) 899-1202 Speciali" in Orthodontics 
93906(408)449-2063 620 E. Alvin Dr., Salinas, 
EmUy AUotti • . •.• •.•• . •• . ..•..• . 372-11300 
14 )'ellS 6rperieB:;IJ 
J C earbet ••••• .. •••.••••••••• 646-8345 
CusaJrn penns. WINI.... NS 
Naill by Sheny Whigham . ••... .. 375-6552 
Flit SlIt _iaJ $29-Fils S20 
Gretchen Grav.. . ... .. ......... 373·5338 
HigfIgIts-20" off-Color twaleS 
Ret A1lonl ... . ... ... .... ..... . 373·5338 
.w~ stylh;J, shalTf'OO sets & It'8d6rlQ design 
Marilyn Colman .... .. . . ... ...... 373·5338 
Specidzi'lg in wavy " cllfy hat-shampoo sets 
Cot.ples Rife-buy one hUcut gel the other free 
Full Service Sa/on 
731 Munras Ave. Monterey 0 373-5338 
WE DO IT ALL FOR YOUI 
o FAX 
o POSTAL o COPIES 
o FEDERAL EXPRESS o NOTARY 
o MAIL BOX RENTAL o ETC_ 
o BUSINESS CARDS o ETC_ 
MAIL BOXFS ETC~ 
Del Monte Cente,. 655-0266 
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ADOBE TOUR 
It was a privilege to host the Cooper-
Molera Adobe and for that. we thank the 
Executive Board of the 1992 Monterey 
Spring Adobe Tours and the Monterey 
History and ArtAssociation. The volunteers 
by giving of themselves have enabled 
Monterey's history to become part of 
Monterey's present and future. THANK 
YOUI 
Volunteers Anne White 
Helen Aldridge Faith Williston 
Susan Baxter 
Ellyn Bess BrownIe 
Nat Danielson TroupZ03Z 
Mary Fagerland Michelle Manfredi 
Kay Geaney Sarah Dixon 
Tricia Hallberg Sada Nam Khalsa 
Wendy Hecker I rene Kristiansen 
Barry Ingold Nancy Robinson 
Denise Ingold Lisa Rothlisberger 
Sharon Kitchener 
Diane Knowles Liddell Baker 
Mary Lewia Rachel Dixon 
Karen McGrath Jennifer Justice 
Rose Makepiece Sat Jiwan Khalsa 
Jana Marshall Angela Kristiansen 
Patrick Maurasse Ashley Kristiansen 
Monica Maurasse Nicole Manfredi 
Susan Miller Jennifer Robinson 
Katherine Muhlbach Julia Rothlisberger 
Michael O'Loughlin Mary Rothlisberger 
Eric Reeves Jennifer Wolf 
TIna Reeves Julie Wolf 
Peggy Regush 
Marianne Roser Navy Personnel 
Karla Semei LCDR Sherri Smith 
Deborah Streetman FC2 Andrade 
Roberta Thaler SK2 David 
Susie Thompson MR1 Gibbs 
Kellie Wallace SM3 Platter 
Susan Walsh EW3 Robinson 
Special Thanks to Barbara carpentier 
and Connie Craigie for their wonderful 
ideas, enthusiasm and beautiful flower ar-
rangements. Also thank you to Sharon 
Kitchener and Katherine Muhlbach for 
helping with the arrangements. 
Very Special Thanks to the Green Thumb 
Nursery for loaning us their greens and 
pottery and to K-Mart for loaning us plant 
stands. 
-Mary Hayes and Debbie O'Loughlin 
Monterey Peninsula 
Cypressaires 
The Monterey Peninsula Chapter 
(Cypressaires) is one of 825 chapters 
throughout the United States and Canada 
thatmake up the Societ¥ for tile Preservation 
and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quar-
tet Singing in America, Inc. (SPEBSQSA). 
The local chapter has some 40 members 
and always welcomes more. 
The Cypressaires were chartered in 1956 
and have been continuously active. The 
chorus meets weekly to learn new songs, 
rehearse old ones, prepare for special per-
formances and have fun! The culmination 
of the year's work is the annual show in 
which the chorus, chapter quartets and 
out·of-town talent perfomn in a barber 
shop harmony production at Sunset Center 
in Carmel. The chorus and quartets also 
perfomn in annual contests sponsored by 
the Societ¥. 
The chorus, quartets, or both perfomn 
frequently at convalescent hospitals, re-
tirement hannes, service clubs, shopping 
centers, fairground events and military in-
stallations. They also perform for churches 
and convention groups. 
All men and teenage boys who like to 
sing are encouraged to chock out the 
Cypressaires. Members come from all walks 
of life and are bound together by their love 
for four-part hamnony. No special musical 
background or training is require(j.....{)nly 
the ability to carry a tune. 
For further information regarding 
meeting place and time, membership, or 








ClltIo,",~ 8'\1 Top 
...... 'dqua'h ... 
(408) 384-7683 







7 WEEKS OF CLASSES AT 
CARMEL MIDDLE SCHOOL 
JlJLY 6 - AUG 23 




* Daily Scenic 'frail Rides 
* Picnic & Barbeque Rides 
* Wilderness Horse Camping 'frips 
.d Family. Youth & Groop Programs Open 7 days a Week For Information Call 408 - 659 - 2153 
MOVING TO GROTON, NEW LONDON 
OR ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES? 








For a no obligation Infonnatlon packet of the area 
1598 Route 12 • Gales Ferry, CT 06335 
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Relocating to 
Norfolk -Virginia Beach 
Watch for our Open House in August 
Call Cam Templeton 
Toll Free 1-800-444-8103 
to make your move smooth and easy: 
Serving Naval Post Graduate Families since 1976 
For Professionalism and Experience that you deserve. 
Put a # 1 agent to work for you! 
* Free Relocation Packets filled with everything you need to know about 
Norfolk-Virginia Beach area. 
* Free 3 days lodging. 
* Special discounts on US Air Airfare, Rental cars & Furniture. 
* Free appraisal fee and credit report. * Video of Homes. 
Cam Templeton 
#1 IN SALES 
#1 IN SERVICE 
Million Dollar Agent 1976-1991 
#1 Professional Realty ttong & Foster Agent 
1988 Realtor of the Year 
National Million Dollar Club 
SEND THE ATTACHED CARD OR CALL 
TOLLFREE 1-800-444-8103 
r------------------------------, Name ____________________ __ 
Address __________ _ 
City ____ ---..,. State _____ _ 
Phone _____ Zip ________ __ 
Rank ___________ _ 
Expected date of move ____________ _ 
OFFICE: 420-0000 NIGHTS: 495-3222 
,ProfessiOnal Realty 
~ F LONG & FOSTER· 
468 Investors Place, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452 L ______________________________ ~ 
SPCA Summer Day Camp 
for Children 
Young people will re-
ceive hands-on experi-
ence with many differ-
ent animals during 
Summer '92 Day Camps 
on the grounds of The 
SPCA of Monterey 
County, 1002 Monterey 
Salinas Hwy. 68 (6 miles 
east of the Monterey 
Peni nsula Airport). 
Three full days of ac-
tivities will indude feed-
ing the barnyard animals, 
grooming horses and 
donkeys, education on 
Three full days of 
activities will Include 
feeding the barnyard 
animals, grooming 
horses and donkeys, 
education on animal 
behavior and much 
much more. 
the many facets of ani-
mal life. 
Each day camp will 
begin at9 a.m. and end 
at 1 p.m. students must 
provide their own lunch 
while sodas will be pro-
vided. Thition is $35 
per student and the 
camps are limited to 15 
students per session. 
Reservations in advance 
are necessary and can 
be made by calling The 
SPCA's Humane Educa-
tion Department, 373-
animal behavior, visiting the animal shelter. 
walking dogs, constructing bird feeders, 
hiking, visiting The SPCA's nationally re-
nowned wildlife center, and learning about 
2631 or 422-4721, ext 222. 
Dates of the camps and the age groups 
are: Ages 8-10, July 23-25, July 7-9 and 
July 21-23; Ages 11-13, August 4-6 only. 
NPS Ties and Accessories Make Great Gifts 
Ties and purse accessories bearing the NPS seal are wonderful and inexpensive 
mementoes of your stay in Monterey while at the Naval Postgraduate School. Robert 
Talbott Co. of Carmel Valley is well known for their classic ties and ours are no exception. 
The ties are made of a wrinkle resistantsilklpolyesterblend with the NPS seal embroidered 
in yellow silk. Purse accessories are coordinating pieces. 
Across stitch featuring the NPS Seal and a backstitch outline of Herrmann Hall (Old Del 
Monte Hotel) are available in a kit or graph. Each kit comes complete with fat;>ric, floss and 
graph. 
These items are sold by the OSSC and can be purchased by calling Mary Hayes at 647-
8211, or look for our display at monthly meetings, Bargain Fair and other dub activities I 
PRICES 
(Effective 611/92) 
Standard Tie . . . ....• .. ......... ..... .... . . . ...... . ..... . .... $22.00 
Checkbook cover .. . •• .. .....••. .. .. . •. ...... . .................. 7.00 
Credit Card Case ...... . ......... .... .. . .......... ... .... ....... 7.00 
Cosmetic Bag .. .... ..... ... ..•..... .•.... . . •. ..... •.... . . . •... . 8.00 
Comb Purse ....... . ..... ...• ....•••..... .• • ..... •.. . .... • .. .. 7.50 
Herrmann Hall kit ... ...... ..••....... . .....••......•.... ... . ... 4.00 
NPS kit ....... . ...•.......•• ...... ...... _ .•......•........ ... 6.50 
Graphs (ea.) . . . ... •... ..... • .... .. .. •...... .. .....•..... . ... .. 2.50 
Navy Lace ..... .... •.... . . ... • .. .. ..•.. ...•••. . .. .• •...... .... 3.00 
Family & Cosmetic Dentistry 
LOIS ELLEN LAGIER, D.D.S. 
CYNTIllA TIEeHNER, D.D.S. 
Delta Dental Benefit Plan 






Complete Vision Program 
for the entire family. 
All Types of ConlaCt Lenses 
Same day delivery for most soft 
contact lenses 
Evening and Weekend 
appointments available. 
Come in for a 
FREE ACUVUE 
Disposable Contact Lens 
Evaluation with this ad. 
Dr. Robert J. Kurtz 
Optometrist, Inc. 
454 Alvarado Street 
Monterey, CA 93940 
408-372-9100 
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India's Cay Oven 
Cuisine of India 
NamastJJ Ii We/come 
Come and dine with us and experimce an 
adventlJreina_dining. Authentic Indian 
",isine, completewith characta; and orginalil>'. 
We Offer a 18 Course Buffet Lunch 
Al l Yoo Can Eat ................ 6.50 
BuffetlSalad Bar .. . ............. 7.50 
Salad Bar Alone ................ 3.50 
Hours MCIlday ttrousn Sonday 
Lu~11:30 a.m.-Z:30 p.m. 
Dinner-S:30 p.m.·10:00 p.m. Re.n«iom AdvistJd 
150 Del Monte Ave . • Upstairs 
Downtown Monterey 
/Ja0'SS from DoubletTee 
373-2529 
VOLUNTEERS: 
A Symphony of Service 
Volunteers are the individuals, behind the scenes, who contribute much of their time, 
energy, skills, and abilities to making what we do at the Navy family Service Center possible. 
Due toourvolunteers, we are able to provide more services and programs and to reach more 
Navy personnel and families as we work together to maintain a strong Navy. 
April 26-May 2 was National Volunteer Appreciation Week, and we, the staff at the Navy 
Family Service Center extend a belated heartfelt "THANK YOUII" to all of our dedicated 
volunteers. Without you, we would not be able to accomplish nearly so much. 
Individuals volunteer for as many different reasons as there are people. Some enjoy the 
friendships and camaraderie that develop from such associations. Others are honing their 
skills or learning new ones. However, here is a reason for volunteering you may not have 
considered: your health. Scientific reseanch seems to indicate that volunteering improves 
one's health and increases longevity, especially for men. Recent studies have shown that 
those who volunteer live on the average two and a half years longer than those who do not 
volunteerl So get healthy, volunteerl 
If you or someone you kna.v is interested in joining our wonderful team of volunteers, 
our Volunteer Coondinator is available to assist you in finding the volunteer experience that 
most clearly meets your needs and goals. For more information, please call Tbm Mullett 
at 646-3060. 
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
THE NESBITTS 
CAN HELP YOU MAKE THE MOVE 
Pete & Pally Nesbitt Ha"y&/anNesbitt RENTALS, RESALES AND NEW 
HOMES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE' BEST AREAS 
CALL NOW 
12 years experience helping military families relocate. 
.. ~McMillinRealty 
II (01.'1' 1II'"''l''' co ...... , 
28 CLASSMATE 
For more information: 
Call Toll Free 
800-762-5599 






OR ANYWHERE, U.S.A.!! 
RELOCATION SPECIALISTS DIANE L PYLE AND ALLEN L. PYLE 
AT 11IE HOLIDAY INN RESORT MONTEREY 
1000 AQUAlITO ROAD, MONTEREY 
(408) 373-6141 
COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE 
mL Y 17TH, 3-9 PM / JULY 18TH & 19TH, 10-5 PM 
FOR ADVANCED INFORMATION & IMMEDIATE RESPONSE, PLEASE CALL: 
TOLL FREE 1-800-458-1777 
FREE RELOCATION INFORMATION 
AND 
PRIVATE CONSULTATIONS 
MAPS •• SCHOOLS •• FINANCING •• QUALIFYING •• BROCHURES 
America's Relocation Experts 
10Q2 Laskin Road - Suite 202 - Virgin ia Beach, VA 23451 
DIANE PYLE AT PYLE, WE GO THE EXTRA MILE! AUEN PYLE 
RELOCATING? 
Washington, DC - Virginia - Maryland 











Fill Out Insert Card 
located in this Issue for Free 
Home Buyers 
Information Packet 
Containing details on ... 
Housing & Real Estate Market 
Financing & Qualifying 






Call Our Toll Free Number 
1-800-525-8910 ext. 9235 
• 
